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Abstract. This paper describes the participation of our team (CUNI-
MTIR) in the COVID-19 MILA Machine Translation (MT) task. We
present our implementation of four systems (English into French, Ger-
man, Swedish and Spanish) in both constrained and unconstrained set-
tings. We employ the Marian implementation of the Transformer model
to train the constrained systems in the given training data (MLIA MT
parallel data), while in the unconstrained systems, we use external medical-
domain training data for the base models and then fine-tune those models
using MLIA MT data.

1 Introduction

Covid-19 MultiLingual Information Access (MLIA) Eval is a community evalua-
tion effort aims at developing resources and tools to improve information access
for the public regarding the coronavirus emerging pandemic (2).

The machine translation task is relatively challenging because there are many
terms appeared during the pandemic with no prior existence or they were used
before in different context; thus, there was notably a lack of parallel data that
contain these terms which might result in bad performance when translating
COVID-19 related text. Also, people from different levels of medical background
want to access information related to the COVID-19 pandemic either by search or
translating text from a language they do not understand. Policymakers, doctors
and medical practitioners nowadays want to stay informed about the measures
related to the virus or the latest findings in its behaviour, potential treatment or
vaccination; thus, there is now a demand for effective information access systems
in the medical domain like it was never before.

We took part in the MLIA MT task (task 3) and submitted in the first round
two systems (constrained and unconstrained) for four language pairs (English to
German, French, Spanish and Swedish). We present in this work our approach
to developing Neural Machine Translation (NMT) systems based on the Trans-
former model.
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2 Task and Data Specification

2.1 COVID19-MILA

The purpose of the task is to develop MT systems that are focused on the
COVID-19 related text, which leads to speed up the creation of multilingual
information access systems and (language) resources for COVID-19 as well as
openly share these systems and resources as much as possible.

In the machine translation (MT) task, the aim is to translate Covid-19 related
text from English into six European languages. Participants were asked to submit
at least one constrained system using the MLIA MT data (the data that is
provided by the organisers) and optionally submit unconstrained systems with
the freedom of use any data sources they choose (2).

2.2 MLIA MT Data

The COVID19-MILA provides data for training, validation and testing for all
languages pairs. Statistics of the provided data in terms of the number of sen-
tences, the number of tokens in both source and target languages are shown in
Table 1. In addition to that, the test set includes 2000 sentences to be translated
into each of the four languages.

data set pair #sentences #tokens in src #tokens in tgt

training

English - French 1,004,715 15,075,764 17,680,508
English - German 926,147 14,591,527 13,705,229
English - Spanish 1,028,287 15,055,063 17,388,950
English - Swedish 806,925 14,535,593 13,163,709

validation

English - French 728 17,006 18,828
English - German 528 8,172 7,619
English - Spanish 2,473 48,868 56,235
English - Swedish 723 11,366 10,028

Table 1: Statistics of the MLIA MT data in four language pairs, in terms of the number
of sentences, number of tokens in the source language (English) and the number of
tokens in the target language

2.3 Khresmoi Medical Data

The parallel data that is used in the unconstrained system is taken from the
UFAL Medical Corpus1 which was assembled during the course of several EU
projects aiming at more reliable machine translation of medical texts and used
for the purposes of WMT Biomedical Translation Task (1). It mainly includes the

1 http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/ufal_medical_corpus



EMEA corpus (8), UMLS metathesaurus (3), titles from Wikipedia articles in
the medical categories mapped to other languages using Wikipedia Interlingual
links, medical domain patent applications (6; 10), and various web-crawled data.

All the data is tokenised using Khresmoi tokeniser and then encoded using
Byte-Pair-Encoding (BPE) with 32K merges(7).

3 Round 1

In round1, we participate in building systems for four language pairs (English
into French, German, Spanish and Swedish) and we submit two systems for
each pair (constrained and unconstrained systems). Neural Machine Translation
(NMT) has been achieving state-of-the-art performance in the machine trans-
lation task for almost a decade now(4). Our systems are based on the Marian
implementation of the Transformer model (5), with the same parameters re-
ported by (9).

3.1 Constrained Systems

In the constrained systems, we strict our training data to the provided parallel
data given by the MLIA organisers (including training and tuning sets). We stop
training the NMT models after 5 iterations in which the models did not bring
any improvement when validating its performance on the given validation sets.
Then, we use the intermediate model that gives the best BLEU score on the
validation set. This model is later used to translate the test sets from English
into the target language.

3.2 Unconstrained Systems

In the unconstrained systems, participants are allowed to use external data re-
sources (data that is not provided by the organisers) to train/tune their systems.
We build our unconstrained systems as follow:

– Train NMT systems for all pairs using the Khresmoi data (Section 2.3), and
apply early-stop of training when there is no improvement on the validation
set in three consecutive iterations.

– Fine-tune the systems by continuing training using the MLIA data, and then
choose the model that gives the best BLEU score on the validation set.

3.3 Results

Results of our submitted systems are shown in Table 2. We report the scores
of both BLEU (bilingual evaluation understudy) and ChrF (the percentage of
n-grams in the translation candidate which have a counterpart in the reference)
in percentages.



EN-ES EN-DE EN-FR EN-SV

Constrained
BLEU 32.9 19.7 34.9 25.1
ChrF 59.1 49.4 60.5 54.1

Unconstrained
BLEU 32.1 20.0 33.0 24.0
ChrF 58.2 49.9 59.0 51.4

Table 2: Results of our submitted systems on the test set in terms of BLEU and ChrF
in percentages

Results show that training the models directly using the MLIA parallel data
results in better performance than fine-tuning them later using the same data,
except for English-German pair where we notice a small improvement in the
unconstrained system. This can be explained because the Khresmoi data, which
is used to train the base models before fine-tuning them, is more general with
respect to the COVID-19 domain data, contains 10 million sentences for each
pair and MLIA parallel data contains less than 1 million sentences. When the
MLIA data is used to fine-tune the models, it could not influence the weights of
the models enough to favour the new expressions and vocabularies that appear
in the fine-tuning data.

4 Conclusions

In round 1, we submitted four NMT models for each subtask (constrained and
unconstrained). All our models were based on the Transformer model. The con-
strained models were trained using the provided training data, and the model
that gave the best BLEU score on the validation set was chosen as a final model
for testing. In the unconstrained systems, we trained base models using medical
domain data; and then fine-tuned those models using the MLIA parallel data.

Our results in the first round show that training NMT models on signifi-
cantly fewer data can results in better performance if the domain is very specific
(COVID-19 related text), and can outperform models that are trained on more
(but less domain-specific) data.
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